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Note: L. Attempt all Sections. If require any missing data; then Choose suitably'

; SECTION A

1. Note: Attempt alt parts. All parts ."tw.n*, martrs' Write answer in short' (10*2=20)

tulrrtt* are thJbasic ioncepts of Paraltel Processing?

(b)What do you *r* by Sequential ft4"iJi Aito *iy there is a need of parallel model

(cj nime."t tiate between Utilization andefficiency?

iOWt u, is Sequential Bottleneck in Amdahl's Law?

(e) What is Bitonic Sequence? ,
id wftut do you understand by Comparator?

(g) What do you understand by il4atrix operations?

(h) Exptain Matrix Transposition'

(i) Explain Minimum cost spanning Tree. Also What do you understand by Graph?

fi) What is Parallel-Backracking?

SECTION B

?, hloter Attempt any three .Each Question carry L0 marks (3* 10=30)

(a) Explain how Pyramid network superior to Mesh and Tree Models' also explain Butterfly and

illm;:t#:i"rlJili'rl;osr optimal argorithm? c"Tpl=pe speedup, cost and errioiencv ror

addition of n numbers by using n/z procels"o;; *-ffi reductiin (parallel sum) algorithm

(c) What do you il;;ti;d ily Lower bounds on parallel sorting? Explain Odd Even

Transposition Sorr to sort these sequer;i;;iaii, f, D, E, C; B, A)'Assume there are four

pror.irots and show each steP'

(d)what do you *""o uv pur"u"r sorting networks? Also discuss the enumeration sort

algorithm.

tffit*;1fi the forowing: (i) pararrer Rlnha^Beta s_earj{ii) pararer Branch and Bound'

SECTION C

3. Attempt any one part of the following:
(10*1=10)

(e) Exolain RAM model of serial computation and PRAM model of parallel computation'

Jiffi'ir;^,fr. ,ilifurities and differences between them.

(b) Discuss various nrodels

compute Parallel and Prefix

or

of computation in PRAM model. Also explain PRAM algorithm to

surn with exampls.



4. Attempt any one part of the following: (10*1=10)
(a)Write and discuss CoshOptimal Parallel Algorithm to find prefix Sums and also Explain
Brent's Theorem? Write its statement and proof.

(b) What is Amdahl's Effect? Explain Also disr9;ss Amdahl's Law. also explain difference
between Difference between Amdahl's and Gustafson,s Laws.

5. Attempt any one part of the following:
(a) Explain parallel merging. Also explain merging on the EREW Model.

(10*1=10)

ft) A list of n:2k unsorted elements can be ,of; by using a network of 2k-2k(k+1) comparators
is time o(1og2n).Sort a list (C,D,B,H,E,G,F,A) using bitoriic merge sort

6. Attempt any one part of the following: (10'kl=10)

(a) Explain parallel searching. Also discuss CREW parallel searching algorithm in detail..
or

(b) Discuss 2-D mesh SIMD Model. Describeparallel matrix multiplieation algorithm on2D
Mesh SIMD Model

7. Attempt any one part of the following: (10*l=10)
(a) )Explain Parallel alpha beta search. Also discuss following in brief with example.

(i) Permutation, (ii) Combination. (iii) Derangements.

or
(b) What is combinatorial search problem? How a search problem can be represented by tree ?
Describe a combinatorial searching problem solving methodology that can be represented by
tree. Also Explain Depth and Breadth First search algorithm with an example


